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DSG(2011)C248 
 
ISSUES RELATING TO LOW LEVEL WASTE 
 
 
Licensing arrangements 
DSG(2010)M001/A001:  Elizabeth Gray to update DSG on low level waste issues relating to 
policy (and including licensing issues) at the appropriate time. 
 

A: ONR is currently consulting on its interpretation of “bulk quantities” for the storage of 
radioactive matter as currently set out in the Nuclear Installations Act 1965 (as 
amended).  This will have no affect on requirements for disposal, which is not at present 
an activity that requires a site licence under the Act.  Even though the Government is 
committed to making the disposal of Higher Activity Wastes a licensable activity – this 
does not necessarily mean that it will be linked to the phrase “bulk quantities”. 
 
Disposal is an activity covered by the Paris and Brussels Conventions and DECC are 
currently leading on work to implement this taking into account Scottish Government 
views in this process as a key stakeholder. 
 
DECC’s consultation on the implementation of the changes to the Paris and Brussels 
Conventions recognised that low level waste disposal facilities would now be captured 
under the Paris liability regime.  In the consultation Government proposed a two staged 
approach: 
 
-  to implement the Convention by requiring liability insurance but not licensing, 
- seeking an exclusion for low risk disposal facilities 
 
DECC are currently working on developing a definition of the type of facility that should 
be excluded.  (ONR would welcome input from industry on developing this definition).  
The process for obtaining an exclusion from the regime can be extremely lengthy (eg 
several years) and there is no guarantee that even after this ONR will obtain the 
exclusion.  It is therefore impossible at this stage to predict the eventual outcome of this 
process. 
 
Government intends to issue a summary of the responses and Government response to 
the consultation on implementing the changes to the Paris and Brussels Conventions 
before the end of the year. 
 
Government intendeds to lay the Order amending the Nuclear Installations Act 1965 
before the end of the year or shortly thereafter. 
 
Once the Order and Conventions have passed through the required Parliamentary 
scrutiny processes (affirmative SI procedure in the case of the Order) the UK will be in a 
position to confirm that it will be ready to ratify the Conventions. 
 
The changes to the 1965 Act will come into force when the Conventions come into force 
(which will happen following ratification by a set number of signatories of which the EU 
members have committed to ratify at the same time). 
 
It is impossible at this stage to say when this could be as it will be dependent on 
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progress of the other EU countries and there will be some lead-in time to put in place the 
insurance/financial security arrangements.  It is hoped that the Conventions can be 
implemented as soon as Spring 2012, but this is indicative at this time. 

 
Planning Conditions 
When do planning conditions start? 
 

A: From the start of construction, expected to be early November. 
 
Is Highland Council aware of proposals to change location of vaults?   
 

A:  Yes, a description and drawings of the proposed refinements was sent to Highland 
Council on 7 September and Highland Council wrote to DSRL on 6 October confirming 
the refinements were considered to be a non-material variation to the planning 
permission. 

 
At sub group meeting DSRL was actioned to provide the list of planning conditions. 
 

A:  See attached document, outlining the conditions and the current status of all. 
 
Waste disposed off in new low level waste facilities 
Confirmation waste is from Dounreay and Vulcan only. 
 

A:   Yes. Planning permission granted by Highland Council is for Dounreay and Vulcan 
waste only and DSRL have no plans to use this facility for any other waste.  Planning 
condition 2 states that it is only to be used for LLW from Dounreay and Vulcan. 

 
Access for residents 
Has the normal access route for Buldoo residents been blocked off with ‘no entry’ signs.  What 
steps have been taken to provide Buldoo with alternative access? 
 

A:  DSRL are in the process of fencing off the construction site for health and safety 
reasons. DSRL have constructed a path to the east side of the construction site as an 
access route to the foreshore.  Buldoo residents have claimed they have a right of 
access through the development area.  DSRL stopped pre-construction work for 2 
weeks in September 2010 to look into this issue.  DSRL’s legal team have investigated 
this issue and can find no evidence that Buldoo residents have a right of access through 
the construction site.  DSRL has formally asked them to provide their evidence which 
has not been forthcoming and therefore work continues.   

 
Buldoo residents have a right to use the foreshore for activities such as fishing.  The 
development is not stopping this access just that access cannot be through the 
construction site. 

 
Location of waste vaults 
If only phase one of the vaults goes ahead (because of waste minimisation) then why were they 
not being built on site?  
 

A:  Due to the size of the facilities and taking into account future predictions for sea level 
rise and coastal erosion there is no suitable area within the existing site. 
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Awarding the contract 
How could contract be awarded if DSRL don’t know what they want?  
 

A:  DSRL do know what they want and it is described in the publicly available planning 
documentation and the Environmental Safety Case. The contract awarded to Graham 
Construction is design and build.  A key component of it is to optimise the design prior to 
construction. 

 
Local employment: 
What contractual obligation has been put in place to ensure local supply chain companies and 
local recruitment benefits from the award of the low level waste design and build contract 
awarded to Grahams Construction.   
 

A:  Graham Construction has attended a meeting with the local supply chain companies via the 
Caithness Chamber of Commerce.  They have also been in discussion with a local job club; 
they have been interviewing for a security gateman and receptionist; they have always stated 
they will use local workforce if possible and they are engaging an Inverness based labour 
agency to secure local labour requirements. 

 
Environmental safety case 
Disappointment voices over use of terminology, ie ‘insignificant’, the use of national background 
comparisons, (comparing things with Cornwall was not useful) etc. 

 
Language in report ‘offensive’ – talks about ‘the brow of a hill’ but for Buldoo it’s ‘the brow of their hill”. 
 
 A   DSRL has noted these comments. 
 
Blasting paper 
Buldoo found paper deeply insulting. One diagram impossible to read. 
 

A:  DSRL has noted these comments.. 
 
Is blasting and borehole testing connected?   
 

A:  The boreholes were looking at specifics on the geology of the site.  Blasting trials had 
been undertaken at a quarry in late 2010 and then a further single blast had taken place 
at the NLLWF site to understand the vibration in the soil.  A number of stakeholders, 
including Deirdre Henderson, had been present when this took place.   The recent blast 
trial at the NLLWF was a bulk blast to further develop DSRL’s understanding of the 
vibration transmission from the site. 

 
Is blasting in the contract?     
 

A:  Yes, there is provision for blasting to be carried out within the contract. 
 
Suggestion it would be useful for DSRL to provide a ‘layman’s document’ showing difference between 
blasting and digging.   
 

A:  See attached documents, updated Blasting non-technical summary and Position Paper on 
Proposed Development Changes 
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Attendance at Buldoo Residents Group meetings 
Why does Highland Council Planning not attend these? 
 

A:  Highland Council are invited and have attended in the past. 
 
 
NDA land – right to buy 
NDA discussions with individuals. 
 

A:  This is a private matter between these individuals and the NDA. 
 

 
 

 


